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In this research paper, the International Woodland Company (IWC) analyses the effects of Asia’s 
demand for wood on global forestry and what this means for investors. IWC is a partner of Aquila 
Capital for timberland investment. The Copenhagen-based company was founded in 1991 and 
manages assets worth around USD 2.9 billion (as of 31 December 2013).

Aquila Capital has offered investors timberland investments since 2007. Its assets under management 
in this segment amount to around EUR 90 million, equating to approximately USD 124 million1 (as 
of 31 December 2013).

In recent years, IWC has often stressed the importance of the Asian market for the global wood 
market, even though the company’s advisory activities focus on timberland investments that are 
largely situated outside the region. This begs the question: Why should global investors care about 
Asia? This article looks to answer this question based on a simple example of supply and demand. 

Asia’s wood deficit eats 

up the export surpluses of 

all other wood-producing 

regions

In 2011, Asia2 consumed 562 million cubic metres of industrial roundwood3, with an estimated 338 million 

cubic metres supplied from domestic forests. This resulted in a staggering wood deficit of 224 million 

cubic metres, or 14 % of global industrial roundwood production. Figure 1 illustrates the magnitude of 

regional wood supply from regional forests, shown as wood production and consumption, with the 

resulting wood deficit or surplus. 

1 Exchange rate as of 31 December 2013: USD 1 = EUR 1.3766
2 Asia includes countries at the border to Africa and Europe, Russia is not included
3 Round wood logs used to manufacture sawn wood, pulp and wood materials

Figure 1: Wood production and consumption
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Source: ForeSTAT, December 2013
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Asia has an obvious wood deficit is, whereas other regions produce more than they consume. The majority 

of this surplus is exported to Asia to fill the regional gap. Figure 2 illustrates Asia’s wood imports from a global 

perspective, based on the same regions shown in Figure 1. 

Source: ForeSTAT, December 2013
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Figure 2: Global wood exports to Asia (2011) 
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A comparison of the regions’ respective wood production shows the extent of the share that is exported 

to Asia. At 53 %, Oceania has by far the largest export ratio, but even North America exports a relatively 

high share of its wood to Asia, particularly pulp and sawn wood. Russia also dominates the sawn wood 

market in terms of exports to Asia, with New Zealand narrowly surpassing Russia in industrial round wood 

exports. Latin America also has a high export ratio, primarily supplying hardwood pulp for the Asian 

paper and tissue industries.

Going forward, we expect Asia’s wood deficit to increase or at least remain at current levels over the next 

10 to 15 years. IWC attributes this to (i) high consumption growth, (ii) limited options for increasing 

domestic wood supply and (iii) a lack of substitutes for certain imported forest products.

Asia’s structural wood 

deficit will likely continue 

to rise in the next 10 to 15 

years 

alexa.kurschinski
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4  This assumes an average annual growth rate (“CAGR”) of 3.2 %, 2.6 % and 1.1 % for pulp, wood-based panels and sawnwood 
respectively. Higher growth rates are expected for pulp and wood-based panel consumption as they are more closely related to 
household consumption, which accounts for a larger share of Asia’s GDP growth. Sawn wood consumption is more cautiously 
estimated to follow projected adult population growth. 

5  EFSOS II (2011). The European Forest Sector Outlook Study II. 
6  Moeller, A. von (2013). Overview of European sawn softwood market in 2013. International Softwood Conference, Scotland,  

18 October 2013.

Asia’s wood consumption has grown at a rapid 6.4 % per year over the past 10 years. Even with a more 

moderate growth forecast of 2.2 % per year4, wood consumption will grow by 190 million cubic metres 

by 2025. This is equivalent to 9 million hectares of high-yielding forest plantations or 1.4 times the current 

forest plantation area in Brazil.

Plantations in Asia have limited capacity to expand in size. Furthermore, dwindling domestic tropical 

resources will not make increased harvest levels possible. Increasing productivity at existing plantations 

is thus perhaps the most viable option. Yet opportunities for increasing supply in this manner are limited. 

Another factor affecting supply is the lag time of 15 to 25 years between planting and harvesting.

Traditional markets such as Russia, North America, Oceania, Europe and South America therefore will 

continue to be important for meeting Asia’s sawn wood demand. Any supply constraints and subsequent 

price increases caused by growth in Asian demand and the recovery of US housing starts will probably 

increase wood production in these regions. Europe could scale up sawn wood exports to Asia as its supply 

base is anticipated to grow 5 compared to consumption (construction in Europe is projected to be 5 % 

below 2007 levels in 20256). Exports from North America will likely decrease if domestic housing starts 

to return to normality, paving the way for increased exports to Asia from Russia, Oceania, South America 

and Europe. In addition, we will likely see continued demand for imported pulp from North and Latin 

America due to (i) high fibre scarcity and wood costs in Asia, (ii) low pulp prices due to anticipated global 

overcapacity (driven partly by declining pulp demand in mature markets) and (iii) an expanding, competitive 

pulp industry in Latin America.

For investors, there are different ways of gaining access to the attractive end markets in Asia. First, this 

can be achieved through timberland investments in the regions that export wood products to Asia. The 

advantage of this strategy is that it invests in several markets, thereby lowering country-related risks. 

Alternatively, timberland investments directly in Asia are, in most cases, associated with taking over the 

management of existing plantations. The attractiveness of these investments, apart from being located 

in proximity to growing end markets with a shortage of local wood supply, lies in the potential for 

improving the underlying management of Asian forest plantations. Ultimately, this can generate a higher 

return compared to timberland investments in mature markets. 

The surplus regions in 

Europe, North America 

and South America are set 

to benefit from the market 

imbalance
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This document contains information and assessments. It is neither an investment brokerage service nor serves the purpose of 
providing investment advice. Furthermore, it is neither an offer nor invitation to tender an offer to purchase or sell specified 
products. The document serves solely the purpose of (preliminary) information about the products portrayed therein. A decision 
regarding the acquisition of a product should be made on the basis of the prospectus as well as the complete sales documents 
in consideration of the respective risks as well as legal, tax and investment consulting. The validity of the information provided is 
limited to the date of preparation of this medium and may change in course of your objectives or in course of other reasons, 
especially the market development. The information and opinions contained in this document is derived from reliable sources. 
However, we cannot guarantee that the information provided is valid or up to date. Historical information cannot be understood 
as a guarantee for future earnings. Statements about future – economic – development are based on past observations and on 
theoretically sound objective processes. They are therefore forecasts and are to be taken as such.

“Aquila Capital” is a trading name for investment companies for alternative and real asset investments as well as distribution, 
fund management and service companies of the Aquila Group. The relevant legally responsible entities, which offer products or 
provide services of the Aquila Group to clients, are named in the relevant contracts, marketing documents or other product-
specific information.

A publication of Aquila Capital Investment GmbH.

Please contact us if you have any questions:
Aquila Capital Investment GmbH

Valentinskamp 70

20355 Hamburg

Tel.: +49 40 87 50 50-100

Fax: +49 40 87 50 50-129

E-Mail: info@aquila-capital.de

Web: www.aquila-capital.de




